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Trump Turnberry, a Luxury Collection Resort named Scottish Hotel of the Year 

2018 

Turnberry, Scotland (May 02, 2018) -The iconic golf resort and property Trump Turnberry, a 

Luxury Collection Resort has received a total of six awards this year at the Scottish Hotel of 

the Year Awards 2018. The awards ceremony took place on Sunday, April 22, 2018.   

In addition to the coveted “Scottish Hotel of the Year 2018” title, Turnberry General 

Manager Ralph Porciani was named “Hotel Manager (Large) of the Year 2018” and 

Banqueting Operations Manager, Alba Moure Torres won the “Rising Star” award. The 

resort also received national awards for “Luxury Hotel,” “Golf Hotel” and “Events Hotel of 

the Year 2018.” 

A review completed by the Scottish Hotel Awards states, “Trump Turnberry is a genuinely 

iconic venue that offers everything you need for a journey of unbridled luxury, a jewel in the 

crown that is Scotland’s west coast. Great sport, supreme comfort and unbridled luxury 

combine to make this a must-visit destination.” 

Over 400 members of the hospitality industry attended the Gala Dinner hosted by 

Scotland’s leading and longest established hotel awards. Hotels, B&Bs, guesthouses, service 

apartments and lodges from all regions of Scotland were recognised for their excellence.   

“The event was a great success for Turnberry. I am extremely proud of our team who work 

tirelessly to provide an unparalleled guest experience that is second to none,” said Ralph 

Porciani, General Manager of Trump Turnberry. “It is gratifying that our dedication to 

delivering luxury hospitality has been acknowledged by Scotland’s flagship hotel awards.”  

Enchanting and exceptional in every way, Trump Turnberry has long been an iconic 

landmark on the spectacular Ayrshire coastline with stunning coastal views, distinct dining 

options, indulgent spa treatments, exhilarating outdoor pursuits, and championship golf. 

With exceptionally designed rooms, suites, villas and self-catered apartments, Trump 

Turnberry provides the perfect haven for every discerning traveller. 

 

 

 



 

 

About TRUMP HOTEL GROUP™ 

Trump® Hotel Group is the world-renowned hotel brand and management company home 
to Trump Hotels™, SCION™ Hotels and Resorts and American IDEA™ Hotels. Having started 
as a luxury hotel brand with a mission of providing extraordinary customer experiences in 
iconic destinations, the Hotel Group recently announced the expansion of its portfolio into 
the upscale and midscale segments.  

Trump Hotels is a luxury brand with a mission of providing extraordinary customer 
experiences. Its exceptionally designed hotels in iconic locations put guests at the heart of 
each destination. Each property provides a variety of offerings including signature programs 
designed with the guest in mind, and every hotel has a distinct design that is culturally-
relevant, with iconic architecture that is contextual to the destination. 

The recently launched SCION Hotels and Resorts brand is a 4-star, lifestyle offering that is 
forward-thinking and designed to connect and engage guests and others with compelling 
spaces and a strong sense of community. The brand will deliver locally relevant, meaningful 
and sough-after experiences to those looking for a sense of connection during their travels 
as well as when they return home. 

American IDEA Hotels is the Company's new midscale brand. With a love for locale, the 
brand embraces the nuances of each community it serves and offers a peek into the local 
culture through decor, provisions and information. Every IDEA Hotel is its own.  

Trump Hotel Group's “Never Settle” philosophy permeates its everyday work culture, with 
dedicated leaders and talented associates priding themselves on impacting the guest 
experience with exacting standards and keen attention to detail. Led by seasoned hotel 
industry veteran Eric Danziger, Trump Hotel Group is part of The Trump Organization, 
helmed by Donald Trump Jr. and Eric Trump. 

Contact: Michelle Stewart 

  Trump Turnberry, a Luxury Collection Resort 

  mstewart@trumpturnberry.com 

  +44(0) 1655 334 126  
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